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About This Game

OCTOPTICOM is an open-ended puzzle programming game about designing and optimizing optical computing devices. Use
lasers, mirrors, filters and other components to read, transform and write sequences of colored squares. Solve a variety of light

puzzles and find clever ways to make your solutions elegant and compact.
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Features

Lasers
8 colors
A lot of squares
More than 40 levels of light programming
Not a single line of assembly code required
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Title: OCTOPTICOM
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
UP DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Publisher:
UP DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018
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I bought this many months ago. I was waitng for MV support, and they decided to make another, more expensive program with
the promised MV support. Thank you for not keeping your promise. I'm going to look elsewhere to get the new program for
cheaper.. So, I've played quite a few of the games published by Kagura Games, but this one seriously falls short of their typical
level of quality. The combat is bland, the H-scenes are more cringy than arousing, but the dialogue of the main character is
easily the worst part, with his (your) dialogue being almost entirely cringe, with him stuttering like a mentally disabled person
every time he thinks of doing or saying something pervy to one of the many female characters and aggressively questioning
them with multiple annoying rapid fire questions followed by three "hmms?!" Seriously, that, and the strange control scheme
they went with, make this more of an embarrassment to play than the fact that it's a H-game.. I'm still playing this game and for
now the game it's really fun, the controls aren't very dificult and the game is very challenging, at least the first Act, I still have
others to play.

If you'd like to also check my gameplay!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5UCifUZjVfs&t=25s

Have fun! =D. Suprisingly fun. Worth a dollar imo.
Good little game to demo as well.. another zup game... this time we got more round stuff plus switches, uh ohhhhh. Alien Spidy
looks like a hopeful indie game. It has wonderful artwork and runs flawlessly on even my laptop which struggles with most
things.

However, The difficulty curve to this game is absolutely ridiculous. You can master everything you need, and be doing levels
fine. I found myself that in a matter of literally a couple of levels the game had turned into a rage game with ridiculous
difficulty which is next to impossible to complete.

You can try at your own risk, Im a fairly skilled Gamer, But this game just makes your deaths feel unfair and unwarrented.. I'm
glad I got this game at 50% off. Because, honestly, this game is the quality of a free-to-play mobile game.

It is an interesting concept, and as a fan of OpenTTD, I thought this sort of game would be fun. But you get to see very little
action in this game, and what's more, it gets glitchy when your rail network is big.. As of patch 1.0.1 all the issues listed below
have been fixed and the game is completely playable. It's actually a lot of fun, and I seriously recommend it. I wish there were
more people playing the multiplayer as right now it's impossible to find a game, but the gameplay in the challenges and tutorials
is fluid and fast.

--------------

Here's a summary of all the problems (as of release day):

The controls are incredibly unresponsive (on keyboard, didn't test a controller). Several tutorial levels are near impossible to
start, and the end screen upon completion of a tutorial level does not close upon pressing space like the game says, forcing you
to ALT+F4 out of it.

The loadout screen is fairly unintuitive in terms of how to close it, you need to close any active menus before you can back out
which isn't obvious at first. Also, the game doesn't tell you that right click closes any active menus.

As a minor complaint, the mouse sensitivity settings don't seem to change much (if anything) and the rotation feels way too
sensitive to me as I usually play games with a fairly low sensitivity, leading to me rotating too much.
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I really enjoyed this little auto runner game. Not a type of game I have played before but nice and relaxing. I played it over a
few days and my playtime represents completing the game with 100% achievements. There were enough new dynamics to avoid
feeling repitive every few levels. An overall good experience.. A CRAPPY arcade RIPOFF thats all i gotta say!
NOT RECOMMENDED love the burrito master!!!. When they say "Challenge" maps, they arent kidding. This game takes a bit
of time to learn the mechanisms of play, but once you do it is fun as long as you aren't looking for eye candy and are not too
critical of its "quirkiness".

It can get a bit grindy at times especially as you get closer to victory and I'd like to see a bit more depth to the economic model.
For example, it might be interesting if the different resources actually were used to purchase ship upgrades rather than just
converting into monetary units or fuel\/armor.

All-in-all though it is a creative, reasonably priced, Indie game with good strategic depth.

. Let me start off by saying that Playclaw 5 is a brilliant recording utillity......... When it works... after weeks of researching all
of the other options and watching countless YouTube videos I finally made a decision to buy Playclaw. It had everything you
could want in a program.

- A variety of compression methods including H.264 hardware compression.
- Cusomisable overlays from FPS to CPU and GPU monitoring
- PiP webcam support
- Ability to record multiple audio streams
- Multiple profiles

and much more.

Where if falls down is its VERY inconsistant. I could record a gameplay with no problems at 60FPS then later the same day I
could record another gameplay and Playclaw decides that it's not going to, well, play. Playclaw would then not record, and the
game would freeze resulting in me having to force close the software and the game.

I have endlessly trawled the forums for a solution and unfortunately there doesnt seem to be a definative answer for this issue, I
have also disabled all other overlays such as 'Steam in game' and Origin in game' just to ensure there are no conflicts

I must say that I really wanted to like this software and I love it when it works but its becoming more and more unreliable
especially for a 'full relaease'

I recently upgraded my GPU and decided to try nVidia Shadowplay (which is free) and so far it hasn't skipped a beat. It records
full 1080p @60FPS with a manageable file size it also has an in built stream to Twich feature which is sadly lacking in
Playclaw. Shadowplay doesnt have the ability to separate audio tracks at the time of writing this and the PiP webcam support is
for Twich broadcast only but there are two main differences between Playclaw and Shadowplay.

1)Playclaw is a paid program which still need work with its basic functions, Shadow play is in Beta and is FREE with nVidia
GPu's 600 series and above.
2)Playclaw is a 'full release' but has inconsistant performance. Shadowplay works first time EVERY TIME!!!!!!!!!!

Summing up Playclaw should have been the beacon of shining light, the user friendly way of recording gameplay but
unfortunately the performance is way too inconsistant for me to recommend it in its current form. which is a shame really. If
you can get it to work consistantly well done and please let us all know how you did it.

If you want something that works first time, every time without stressing your system too much and you think that not having
PiP webcam in locally recorded video is an okay trade off for something that works all the time, get Shadowplay or MSI
Afterburner if you can.

Note: Steam says that I have used this software for 0 hours I can assure you this is NOT the case!!!!. No players or bots in game
Refund it. It's a really fun game!. Oh dear...
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Do not buy this.

Hard Work is really early access.

Really really early.

We're talking pre-pre-alpha.

I'm confused about what you're looking to get from an early access release, ZarioSide. There's an absolute minimum amount
of content, and the controls and UI fight you every step of the way. (Why are camera controls locked when you have the
build menu open??).

The next steps of development are obvious, so you can't be looking for feedback.

Nothing here (in-game and dev log) demonstrates any intention bringing this game up to a playable state in the future... So
you can't be trying to generate funds for future development.

I hate to be so critical, but it feels like you're really not that interested in creating a decent product.
So I can't shake this feeling that you're more interested in getting money than you are in game development.

I really wish you the best of luck, and I certainly don't want to disuade you. I desperately hope I'm wrong.

Please prove me wrong.. Suck my chode Epic games
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